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Introduction

I Cultural History: Language and the construction of meaning

I Applied Mathematics: Long-range Dependencies and Predictive
Causality

I Cultural Analytics: Temporal Dynamics of Keywords in Digitized
Newspapers Corpus



Background

I Newspapers as a Historical Source

I ”A newspaper contains conscious representations of conditions and
events; it is at the same time not only a direct material remain, but,
even as a report, an unconscious reflection of the tastes, the
interests, the desires, and the spirit, of its day.” Daniel Lord Smail –
On Deep History and the Brain

I Articles and Advertisements

I Advertisements as a Distorted Mirror



Background

I The Consumption Junction – negotiation between producers and
consumers

I Advertisements shaping discourse or vice versa?

I RQ: What was the Interplay between Advertisements and Articles?

I Unit of Analysis: Term Frequency of Product Names



Data & Methods

Articles from two major Dutch newspapers De Tijd(1890-1974) & De
Telegraaf (1893-1989), n1 ≈ 11 million
Advertisements from Dutch newspapers (1890-1989), n2 ≈ 18.5 million



We want to understand differences in product trajectories over time between
advertisements and articles ∼ long-range correlations (+/−).

Hurst Exponent

H of 0-0.5 indicates anti-correlated process; H = 0.5 indicates absence
of long-range correlations; H of 0.5-1 indicates long-range correlation;
and H > 1 is indicative of non-stationary processes



We want to test if advertisements influence articles ∼ x cause y

Granger Causality

Compare the nested (Ω) and full model (π) to see which one does
the better job at explaining y :
Ω = yt = β0 + β1yt−1 + ...+ βkyt−k + ε
π = yt = β0 + β1yt−1 + ...+ βkyt−k + α1xt−1 + ...αkxt−k + ε
Compare residual sums of squared error and test null and alternate
hypothesis
H0 : αi = 0 for each i of the element [1, k]
H1 : αi 6= 0 for at least one i of the element [1, k]

∼ Do advertisements provide more information about future values of
articles than past values of articles alone? Not causation, we need to run
the reverse model to rule out exogenous variable.



Results

Indication of different scaling-laws, advertisements exhibit
non-stationarity (H > 1), while articles show long-term dependencies
(0.5 < H < 1).

Two dominant causal patterns, uniform causation (advertisements ⇒
articles) and complex causation (advertisements ⇔ articles)



The story is slightly more complicated due to product groups. Partitioned
the products on the Hurst exponent and causal patterns.

k-means method

Euclidean distance metric for the Hurst features and Hamming dis-
tance metric (percentage of bits that differ) for causal patterns.
Various internal and external validity indices to determine k for
k = 2, 3, ...,N



Causal relationship LRD in ads + articles LRD in ads LRD in articles no LRD

Uniform (ads ⇒ article) cigarettes ∅ LIFESTYLE ENTERTAINMENT
sweater cinema
flanel restaurant

cocker spaniels
parakeet

bikes
Complex (ads ⇔ article) PRODUCE ∅ INTERIOR TECHNOLOGY

potatoes couch tape-recorder
apples dressoir radio
beans carpet television
lettuce

cauliflower


